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DYE SUB FABRIC 

Our Dye-Sub Fabric banner is the perfect choice of indoor
backdrop material. Made of 100% machine-washable
polyester, our fabric is durable, fade-resistant, and easy to
use, clean, and store. All of our banners are wrinkle-resistant,
easily-foldable, and machine-washable. Our fabrics stay
fade-free over many washes. Over time, with proper care,
your printed large fabric backdrop will preserve its vibrancy
and durability. 

HANDLING TIPS
Wrinkles can be removed with a cool iron or fabric steamer with a plastic head.
Fabric should NOT be stored when damp or wet. Store in a cool, dry area.
For storing banners, please remove any plastic packaging that was provided in shipping, and
keep fabric in a cool, dry place. It is best to store wrapped in a breathable, natural fabric, such
as cotton muslin or canvas. This can then be placed in a protective, sealed container. It is
helpful to include a packet of silica drying beads in humid environments.
Banners are meant for indoor use only. If the banner is hung for prolonged periods in sunlight
or full-spectrum light, fading may occur in time.  
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In the event you need to clean your fabric display, follow the steps below for the
best results. 

WASHING
Your fabric banner can be machine
washed! Remove any hardware attached
to the fabric prior to cleaning, if possible.
Use MILD soap and cool water. Air dry
fabric, dry on frame if frame is available. 
If grommets are included, make sure the
fabric in and around the grommet is
completely dry before storing. Fabric must
be COMPLETELY dry prior to storing.
DO NOT DRY CLEAN

STAIN TREATMENT
Treat stains from the backside of fabric.
Remove as much of debris as possible with a
soft bristle brush (do NOT rub too hard)
Use a clean, lint-free white cloth. Lightly pat the
stain from the outside moving in (to keep stain
from spreading)
If a cleaning solution is used, rinse the area
well with water to ensure NO solution is left on
fabric.
Most stains can be treated with household
fabric stain removers. It is ALWAYS important
to test how the solution will react to the fabric.
This can be tested by dabbing the solution to a
small corner of the fabric. Most household
cleaners will provide treatment instructions
depending on the type of stain.
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